**What is the SMART Video Player?**

SMART Video Player allows the user to play a video and be able to interact with the video using SMART pens and capture images from the video including any writing done with the pens.

**Note: SMART Notebook 14 Users**

With the release of SMART Notebook 14, the SMART Video Player is no longer accessible through the Start menu (Start screen in Windows 8) or the Notification area icon. It can be found by navigating to the SMART Notebook installation director (C:\Program Files\SMART Technologies\Education Software) and starting the “VideoPlayer.exe” program.

In SMART Notebook 14.1, the SMART Video Player has been removed completely and not available through the method above. A work around is to copy “VideoPlayer.exe” from a computer with Notebook 14 to the computer with Notebook 14.1.

### Starting the Video Player (Notebook 11)

1. Start
2. Programs
3. SMART Technologies
4. SMART Tools
5. Video Player

### Using the Video Player

1. Open the desired video (video starts automatically)
2. Pick up a pen to write on the video when needed
3. Upon placing the pen back in the tray, the video will resume

### Video Player Commands

**Play** – starts the currently open video

**Stop** – stops the currently open video

**Capture to Notebook** – captures the current video frame and any notes drawn on the video to a SMART Notebook page

**Cursor** – activates the mouse cursor within the Video Player; if video was stopped due to a pen being activated, video starts playing again

**Pen Tool** – activates the pen tool; video will pause when pen is activated

**Pen Color** – allows the user to change the pen color

**Pen Width** – allows the user to change the pen width

**Clear the Notes/Restore the previous notes** – clears all the writing from the video or restores cleared writing

**Full Screen** – video will fill enter computer screen

**Repeat** – video will start over when it reaches the end and continue playing

**Mute Audio** – mutes the audio coming from the video

**Adjust Volume** – increase or decrease the audio coming from the video